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1. Introduction the thickness of the sample. Assuming the normal state
to be structurally isotropic [G G 0(2)] the sym-The analogy with superconductivity has played an

important role in the understanding of liquid crystals metry of the pairing-wave function of the condensate
can be de� ned in the homogeneous case as:and in the prediction of new liquid-crystal states. The

analogy was � rst pointed out by de Gennes [1] who
Y (k )= g

+
Y + (k )+ g – Y – (k )

noted that the nematic-smectic A scalar density-wave
order-parameter is formally identical to the complex where k is the normalized internal wave-vector of pairing
wave function in the Ginzburg-Landau theory of the particles. The functions Y ± transform as the spherical
normal-superconducting phase transition in metals [2]. harmonics of index 2. g + and g – are the coeYcients of
Later, Renn and Lubensky [3] predicted on this basis the decomposition, which form with their complex con-
the existence of the twist grain-boundary phase, as the jugates g

+
and g – the four-component order-parameter

liquid-crystal analog of the Abrikosov intermediate � ux associated with the normal-to-d-pairing superconducting
lattice phase of type II superconductors [4]. transition. The symmetry of this order-parameter allows

The preceding correspondence s referred to conventional one to construct two independent invariants [10]: T =
(BCS) superconductivity. Recently a further analogy g + g + + g – g – =n and T = g + g + g – g – = (n Õ L )/4,
was stressed [5] between the order-parameter symmetry where n has the meaning of the (scalar) condensate
of the two-dimensional d-pairing wave mechanism density of pairs, and L is a pseudoscalar representing
currently assumed for cuprate superconductors [6] and the two-dimensional orbital momentum. Minimization
the vector density-wave order-paramete r describing liquid of the corresponding Landau free-energy,
crystal mesophases formed from achiral bent shaped

F (T , T )=a T +a T + … +b Tmolecules [7, 8]. This suggests the de� nition of a new
class of unconventional liquid-crystal states character- +b T + … +c T T + …
ized by the breaking of discrete symmetry operations

yields three stable superconducting states, denoted I, IIof the parent state (inversion, re� ections, two-fold
and III, whose equilibrium properties are summarizedrotations) , in contrast to the conventional liquid-crystal
in table 1. The most remarkable features of these statesstates, which result from the breaking of a continuous
are that they display either spontaneous orbital para-(translational or rotational ) symmetry.
magnetism, or a spontaneous ferromagnetic like order
of the orbital moments which results from a breaking of
the time-reversal symmetry of the normal state. Thus,2. Two-dimensional d-pairing wave superconductivity

The local symmetry of the normal state of a super- State I has the continuous polar symmetry 2m and can
be � gured as formed by opposed magnetic domains withconductor is given by G =[U(1) Ö T ]EG EG , where

U(1) and T are, respectively, the groups generated by L = | g +
| and L =Õ | g –

| . In State II the continuous
symmetry is lowered to 4 mm, which has the intrinsicthe gauge ( g ) and time-reversal (T ) operations. G and

G are the groups formed by the symmetry operations tetragonality of d-pairs, and one has an orbital para-
magnetic order for the in� nite set of tetragonal domainsof the system in real and spin spaces. Let us consider

the situation, which is strongly suspected to be realized transforming one another by the lost continuous rotations.
The properties of State III intersect the properties ofin oxide superconductors [9], of a two dimensional

d-pairing-wave superconductor, i.e. a superconductor States I and II, i.e. it is structurally anisotropic and
magnetically ordered. The location of the three states inhaving a nonzero orbital momentum L =2(S=0) in

which the pair correlation length is much larger than the (a , b ) plane is shown in � gure 1.
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2 P. Tolédano and A. M. F. Neto

Table 1. Symmetries and equilibrium properties of the wave:
superconducting states I, II, III and their liquid crystal
analogs. The columns have the following meaning: (a) list P(z)=P cos(kz+ } )e +P cos(kz+ } )e
of the states in reference to the phase diagram of � gure 1;
column (b): equilibrium relationship between the order- corresponding to the local average of the permanent
parameter components; column (c): structural symmetries

dipolar moments attached to the molecules. P and P
for the superconducting (upper line) and liquid crystal

are the components of the transverse wave amplitude.( lower line) states; column (d): symmetry operations which
are lost at the transition from the normal state (upper } and } are the initial phases. k̂ is the wave-vector
line) or parent liquid crystal state ( lower line). chosen along the z axis, and (e , e ) are the unit vectors

in the (x, y) plane. P(z) plays the role of the wave function
(a) (b) (c) (d)

Y (k ), and the four components of the corresponding
order-parameter are de� ned by the complex wave ampli-
tudes: g + = P e Õ iP e , g – = P e– Õ iP e–

I G2m

222

g , T

R , I, mG g + 0, g – =0

or

g – =0, g + 0H and their complex conjugates g + , g – . They give rise to
the same independent invariants T and T de� ned
above, and to the same free-energy F(T , T ). Therefore
one � nds three stable mesophases which are the liquid

II | g +
| = | g – | 0 G4mm

mma

g , c

R , c crystal analogs of the d-pairing-wave states I, II, and III
[7, 11]. Mesophase I corresponds to the chiral molecular
con� guration, shown in � gure 2 (a), represented by a

III | g +
| 0, | g – | 0 G4mm

2 22

g , c , T

R , c , I, m
circularly polarized wave in which the continuous rotations
(c ), continuous translations along z (R ), and inversion
centre (I) are lost. Mesophase II is a biaxial achiral
smectic phase corresponding to a linearly polarized wave
forming a bilayer antiferroelectric structure (� gure 2 (b)).
Mesophase III is associated with an elliptically polarized
transverse vector wave, having a biaxial chiral sym-
metry and a ferrielectric order. Table 1 indicates the
equilibrium properties of the three mesophases, which
� gure in the phase diagram of � gure 1 together with
their superconducting analogs.

4. Unconventional liquid crystal states
Phase transitions between conventional liquid-crystal

mesophases are characterized by the breaking of a con-
tinuous translational or continuous rotational symmetry
of the parent phase. This is the case, for example, for the

Figure 1. Theoretical phase diagram of a two-dimensional isotropic-nematic, nematic-smectic A and Smectic A–
d-pairing wave superconductor or liquid crystal formed Smectic C transition. In our considered examples, this
from bent-shaped molecules, for an isotropic parent state. traditional scheme applies only to the transition from the
The phase diagram is in the (a , b ) plane of the coeYcients

isotropic liquid to state II in which one has exclusivelyin the Landau free-energy F(T , T ). Dashed and solid lines
a breaking of the continuous translational (R ) andrepresent, respectively, second and � rst-order transition

lines. T is a tricritical point, and N a four phase point. rotational (c ) symmetries. In the analogous standard
superconducting state II one � nds a breaking of the
continuous gauge (g ) and continuous rotational (c )
symmetries of the normal state. More generally, one can3. Correspondence with liquid crystal mesophases

formed from bent core molecules verify from table 1 and � gure 1 that there is an obvious
correspondence between: (i) the group of continuousThere exists a one-to-one correspondence between the

preceding d-pairing wave model of superconductors and translations (R ) which leave invariant the parent liquid
crystal state and the continuous gauge symmetry of thethe theoretical approach describing the liquid crystal

mesophases which may arise below an isotropic liquid normal state of superconductors , and (ii) the continuous
rotational symmetry (c ) of the parent liquid crystalformed with achiral bent core molecules [7, 11]. The

formation of the ordered mesophases can be depicted as state, and the continuous ‘external’ rotations (c ) of the
symmetry group G of the normal state.driven by the condensation of a transverse polar vector
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3Unconventional states of L Cs

Figure 2. Structure of the molecular con� gurations I, II and III. (a) Circularly polarized con� guration, which gives rise to a
structure of chiral symmetry D2 . (b) Linearly polarized con� guration II, which yields an antiferroelectric bilayer smectic
structure for the mesophase. Each bilayer has the achiral symmetry mma. (c) Elliptically polarized ferrielectric bilayer
con� guration III with chiral symmetry P2 22.

In contrast, the transitions to the liquid crystal states I of G EG , the following invariant monomials: T =Y ,
T =Y and T = |Y | |Y | cos(h Õ h ). Accordingly, theand III involve, in addition to the breaking of continuous

symmetries (R or c ), the breaking of discrete symmetry corresponding Landau expansion has the form:
operations (inversion, re� ection, two-fold rotations) of

F ( |Y |, h )=a T +a T + … +b T +b T + …
the parent state. The unconventional states I and III are
chiral, i.e. the achirality of the initial isotropic liquid is +c T +c T + … +d T T + …
simultaneously broken. In the analogous unconventiona l

Minimization of F with respect to the |Y | and h shows
superconducting states I and III the discrete time-reversal

that, in addition to the normal state ( |Y | = |Y |=0)
symmetry (T ) is broken allowing the onset of a spontaneous

two distinct superconducting states can be stabilized
orbital momentum L .

[12]:
Summarizing, unconventional states of liquid crystals

and superconductors are characterized in a uni� ed way (1) The state denoted I in � gure 3 (a) for |Y | 0,
|Y | 0 and h Õ h =0, p. This is the conventionalby a breaking of discrete symmetries of the respective

parent states. The symmetry operation inverting the space (Ginzburg-Landau ) superconducting s-pairing wave
state, in which only the gauge symmetry of thecoordinate z (inversion, re� ection, two-fold rotations) in

liquid crystals, coincide in superconductors with the normal state is lost. � gure 3 (a) shows that state I
is separated from the normal state by a line oftime-reversal symmetry (T ). Besides the onset of chirality

in unconventional liquid crystal states corresponds, in second-order transitions.
(2) A superconducting state II which is stabilizedunconventiona l superconducting states, to a spontaneous

orbital magnetic order. Before analysing these corre- for |Y | 0, |Y | 0 and (h Õ h ) 0, p. In this
unconventional state the discrete time-reversalspondences at a diVerent level, let us show that they are

not speci� c to d-pairing superconductors , and liquid symmetry is broken giving rise to a spon-
taneous polarization induced by a second-ordercrystals formed from achiral polar molecules.
magnetoelectric eVect:

5. Unconventional S+S ¾ superconducting state and
P= g (E Ö H )

the SmC*
p

state with longitudinal polarization
There exists also a one-to-one analogy between the where E and H are non-colinear electric and

magnetic � eld, and g = |Y | |Y | sin (h Õ h ) is aS+S ¾ unconventional pairing wave model of super-
conductors [12] and the description proposed in [13] third-rank magnetoelectric tensor.

State II can be reached from the normal state acrossfor the transition from a chiral smectic A* phase, formed
with stick-like molecules, to polar smectic phases. The the region of stability of state I (� gure 3 (a) ). DiVerent

microscopic mechanism have been suggested [12] forS + S ¾ model assumes the coupling of two dephased
s-pairing wave order-parameter s (L =0, S=0) associated the realization of dephased s-pairing waves, as for example

the coupling between pairs of electron and pairs of holeswith the complex wave functions Y = |Y |c and Y =
|Y |e . From the transformation properties of Y and in a system with disconnected Fermi surfaces in the

normal state.Y one � nds for any continuous or discrete symmetries
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4 P. Tolédano and A. M. F. Neto

Figure 3. (a) Phase diagram in the (a , b ) plane corresponding to the Landau expansion F(T , T , T ), truncated at the fourth
degree. The dashed lines represent second-order transition lines. (b) Local con� guration of the SmC phase.

The liquid crystal analog of the superconducting which reverses the space variable corresponding to the
state II correspond to a polar smectic phase (denoted layer normal (or to the director’s orientation) in liquid
SmC in [13]) which exhibits a longitudinal component crystals. The time-reversal operation transform the
of the polarization (P ) resulting from the coupling of superconducting wave function Y (t)= |Y|e– B where
non-orthogonal transverse polarization P and tilt vector E is conventionally chosen as the Fermi energy, into
n , which play the role of the complex wave functions Y its complex conjugate, in the same way that the helical
and Y . The dephasing h Õ h 0, p between P and n , polarization P=P e of a SmC* phase is transformed
shown in � gure 3 (b), induces a longitudinal polarization into its complex conjugate by the two-fold rotations
component: normal to the z-axis. On the other hand shifts, Dt and

Dz of the time and space variables multiply Y(t) andP e = k (P Ö n )
P(z) by phase factors (e – B and e , respectively)

where k is a third-rank piezoelectric tensor, i.e. the which can be � gured as rotations in the complex plane
longitudinal component P results from a second-order of the wave function, and in the (x, y) plane. Accordingly,
piezoelectric eVect which is the analog of the second- Y (t) and P(z) possess the same symmetry groups, which
order magnetoelectr ic eVect depicted here above. is D2 for superconductors (combinations of temporal
Figure 3 (a) shows the location of the standard SmC*

translations with gauge transformations) and D2 for
ferroelectric phase (with colinear P and n vectors) and

liquid crystals (combination of translations along z with
of the SmC phase, which displays a triclinic C sym-

continuous rotations in the plane perpendicular to z).
metry, involving a breaking of the two-fold rotations of

The equivalence between the time variable in super-
the parent (D2) SmA* phase. Note that three distinct

conductors and a space variable in liquid crystals allows
orientations of the total polarization P=P +P e may

prediction of remarkable eVects in liquid crystals. For
occur, which are, respectively, orthogonal to the director

example, a Josephson-like eVect was recently describedn̂ (preserving the n̂ � Õ n̂ symmetry), orthogonal to the
theoretically and veri� ed experimentally at the ‘junction’layer normal k̂ (breaking the n̂ � Õ n̂ symmetry) , or
between two chiral mesophases (B2 and B7) stabilizedgeneral (breaking both the n̂ � Õ n̂ and k̂ � Õ k̂ symmet-
in two distinct liquid crystals formed from bent shapedries) as represented in � gure 3 (b). Note also that the
molecules [16]. It consists in the spontaneous formationexistence of a longitudinal polarization component has
of an incommensurate modulated structure in the con-been also predicted in antiferroelectric and ferrielectric
tact region between two-helical mesophases displayingmesophases [14] and was recently suggested in liquid
distinct helical structures. This is the analog of thecrystals formed from bent shaped molecules [15].
Josephson alternative current which � ows across the

junction between two diVerent superconductors and6. Unconventional eVects in liquid crystals
results from a diVerence of electric potential DV betweenThe preceding example con� rms the correspondence
the junction walls. In each superconductor there is abetween the time-reversal symmetry in superconductors

and the discrete symmetry operation (two-fold rotation) precession in time of the phase of Y (t), which can
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